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WELCOME TO OUR 

CLUB’S 51
st

 Year  

 
Welcome back after our Christmas and 

summer break.  
 

2016 promises good things: - . 

 We will be having two 2-day shows 

this year (at least as a trial).   

 Our Club auction is being combined 

with the Orange Stamps & Coins 

mid-year auction (but we will need to 

start preparing lots before the end of 

February. 

 
 

CONGRATULATIONS TO AARON 

HENRY & TEGAN HENRY (nee 

HILDENBEUTEL) ON THEIR 

MARRIAGE ON 14
th

 NOVEMBER 

2015 

 

Congratulations again to members Aaron 

Henry and Tegan Hildenbeutel on their 

wedding at St Mary’s  Church  in Orange on 

Saturday 14
th
 November 2015.  

 

 
 
 

THE 2016 ORANGE COIN & 

STAMP EXPO IS ON 

SATURDAY 9
th

 and SUNDAY 

10
th

 APRIL   
 

Our 2016 Orange Coin & Stamp Expo is on 

in the Kenna Hall on Saturday 9
th
 and 

Sunday 10
th
 April 2016.   

 

That’s the start of the school holidays which 

run till 25 April. Easter in 2016 runs from 
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Good Friday on 25 March to Easter Monday 

on 28
th
 March. 

 

There are only two meetings after the 26
th
 

January before this this event  
 

Letter s have gone out, inviting dealers. 

Please start to think about your displays for 

the Andy Auld Perpetua Shield competition.  

 

We probably need to develop some kid’s 

activities with coins as well as stamps... We 

might also need to think about advertising so 

it focuses on things that would interest kids 

and (even) teenagers (with or without 

parents) to come along.  
 

We still have to select a venue for the Expo 

Saturday night dealers' and members' dinner.  
 

To encourage the public to visit Expo 2016 

we need to consider offering again $25 lucky 

door prizes –– drawn maybe every 2 hours – 

3 a day - but you have to be in the Hall to get 

one.  $25 vouchers would be redeemable 

from Expo dealers at Expo.   
 

Other Clubs should probably be invited to 

participate with displays – but 1-2 trestle 

tables max for each Club.  They would all be 

invited to, & be most welcome at, the Expo 
Dinner 
 

 

A 2-DAY SPRING FAIR NOW 

PLANNED FOR SATURDAY 8
th

 

and SUNDAY 9
th

 OCTOBER 2016 

– REPLACES THE 1-DAY SPRING 

FAIR & AUCTION 

 

At the October and November 2015 Club 

meetings there was agreement that we 

replace our 1-day October Spring Fair with a 

2-Day Spring Fair, at least on a trial basis. 

The Kenna Hall has been booked for 

Saturday 8
th
 and Sunday 9

th
 October 2016. 

 

The mooted, 2-day Spring Fair, like our 

Orange Expo, will involve out-of-town as 

well as Club dealers.  
 

There are huge difficulties in having an 

auction and a dealer-based show running 

simultaneously. It was also agreed to re-

schedule our annual Club auction. It would 

be combined with that of Howard Lyons’ 

Orange Stamp & Coins auction.  In the past 

this has been held toward the middle of the 

year. 
 

Howard has offered to take over the 

production & distribution of the auction 

catalogue.  

 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR OUR 

NEXT ‘COMBINED’ AUCTION – 

START PREPARING YOUR LOTS 

NOW! 

 

The first, combined Club & Orange 

Stamps & Coins auction is planned 

for May, or even early June.  
 

That means you will need to have 

your auction lots sorted out and 

described by mid-February, or 

late-February by the latest.  
 

This will enable Howard Lyons to 

prepare and print the catalogue by 

March 2016. At the end of March, or 

early April, the catalogues will be 

distributed. 
 

A seller’s commission of 10% will 

apply to all Club members’ lots, with 

such commission being donated back 

to the Club 
 

 
The last Orange Stamps & Coins auction in the 

Kenna Hall in June 2015was well attended. With 

publicity and advance distribution of catalogues 

the 2016 event could be even more successful 
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OUR 2015 END-OF-YEAR & 

CHRISTMAS FUNCTION 

WAS HELD AT THE ROBIN 

HOOD 

 

15 members & their partners attended our 

end-of-year and Christmas function on 

Thursday evening, 26
th
 November. It was 

held at the popular Friar Tuck Bistro at the 

Robin Hood Hotel on Burrendong Way. 
 

Everyone seemed to have a good time.  

It was a far cry from previous years when we 

held a barbeques at the Orange Botanic 

Gardens.  That venue, sadly, is no longer 

available.to us.  The Robin Hood had the 

huge advantage that we didn’t have to clean 

up, pack away tables & chairs and lug 

barbeques. 
 

HOW ARE YOU COPING WITH 

THE $1 POSTAGE RATE?  

 

From 3
rd

 January 2016 the standard letter-

rate went up to $1 – so long as you didn’t 

want your letter delivered quickly, in which 

case it will cost $1.50. 

 

Australia Post calls their services:-  

 Regular 

 Priority 

 Express Post 
 

Regular Post is just that. It costs $1 (unless 

you are eligible for 65c Pensioner concession 

stamps).  Australia Post promised letter 

delivery in two extra days longer than 

Priority.   
 

Express Post doesn’t work well in our region 

but could be helpful with overnight 

deliveries to Sydney. The only thing is you 

need to buy a plastic satchel that costs $5.75 

and they have to be posted in the special 

yellow boxes. There is one of them outside 

the Orange POSTshop.  

 

Priority Post is the interesting one.  It claims 

to deliver mail in 1 to 4 working days. Only 

thing is you need to but a sheet of 5.  Priority 

Post labels. These labels are 50c each. 
 

A letter sent Priority then costs $1.50 (unless 

you have a Pensioner concession stamp 

where it will cost $1.10).   
 

 

 
 Priority labels come in peel-and-stick format sheets of 5. 
Like Registration labels they don’t get postmarked.  
 

Quite a number of businesses round town 

have told your editor that they intend only 

sending out invoices by e-mail now. The 

price increase may end up being counter-

productive. 
 

Can anyone remember when postage went 

up from 10c to 18c in September 1975?  

Everyone said at the time they would stop 

sending letters. This time, though the internet 

provides a real alternative to Australia Post.  

 

The best advice is if you are eligible at all for 

Concession rate postage (Pensioner, Senior’s 

card) go and register & make sure you get 

your full entitlement of stamps.  
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The Wildflowers $1 stamp issue of 14
th
 

February 2015 was prepared in anticipation 

of the price rise:-  

 

 
 

However, because approval for the price rise 

was not obtained in time the production of 

other January stamp issues was delayed.  

The current Australia Post’s Australian 

Stamp Bulletin arrived three weeks late on 

18 January. 
 

Incidentally, it mentions our February 

monthly fair. 

 

AARON HENRY VISITS 

KANGAROO VALLEY 

 

Aaron & Tegan Henry spent their 

honeymoon in the picturesque Kangaroo 

Valley.  
 

Aaron sent some images of the Kangaroo 

Valley Licenced Post Office and the rare, 

pre-Federation circa 1870, NSW Mail 

posting box outside. 

 

 
 

 
 

Aaron mentioned that the Kangaroo Valley 

Explorer historic walk booklet says the 

following: -  
“In the early pioneering days supplies from 

Berry and Wollongong arrived every three 

months by pack horses over the narrow 

mountain track. Postal service on horseback 

was a couple of times a week. The first post 

office, on the corner of Moss vale road and 

Jarrett's lane was operated by the Nugent 

family, from 1870 to 1909. The current post 

office building was built in the 1880’s and 

used as a temporary Court House, Council 

Chambers and haberdashery store before 

becoming the post office in 1912.” 

 

Hopson & Tobin (1995) record the Post office 

opening on 1 February 1870.  The telegraph 

arrived in June 1884 and a phone exchange was 

installed in the post office in 1912. For some 

years the post office has had an attractive 

pictorial postmarker showing the Hampden 

Suspension Bridge 
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Kangaroo Valley town circa 1910 

 

OUR NEXT CLUB ‘NIGHT’ 

MEETING, AFTER THIS 

ONE, IS ON AUSTRALIA 

DAY, TUESDAY 23
rd

 

FEBRUARY 2016.  

 

The next meeting, after this one, is on 

Tuesday, 23rd February 2016 at 7.30pm.   
 

We always meet on the last Tuesday in each 

month at the Orange Information & 

Community Services building. Entry is 

through the kitchen at the back of the 

building, from the Woolworth’s Car park 
 

BATHURST CLUB TO VISIT ON 

29
th

 MARCH  

 

Bathurst Club will be coming over & joining 

us for our 29
th
 March 2016 meeting.  

 

In earlier years they used to come over 

annually and we used to similarly visit 

them... There was even a trophy for an Inter-

Club Quiz.  Over the last decade the number 

of their serious stamp & coin collectors had 

dwindled. Bathurst excelled as a mineral & 

lapidary, and collectables club.   In the past 

year, however, there has been a resurgence of 

interest in stamps and coins.  This was 

evidenced by the exciting displays their 

members provided at Bathex 2015.  

 

 

NEXT MONTHLY ORANGE COIN 

& STAMP FAIR IS IN THE 

ORANGE CULTURAL CENTRE 

ON SATURDAY 6
th

 

FEBRUARY2016 

 

Our next monthly Coin & Stamp Fair will be 

held on Saturday 6
th

 February 2016 in the 
main hall of the Orange Cultural Centre in 
Sale St. 

 

The Fairs run from 9.30am till about 1.30 
p.m.   
 

The venue is the Orange Cultural Centre. It 
is held on the 1st Saturday of each month 
(but not January).  
 

The Orange Cultural Centre is the white-
stuccoed former school building, with trees out 
the front, on the right as you enter the 
Woolworth’s car park from Sale St. Harris 
Farm fruit market is on the left.  

 

YOUR 2015-16 ANNUAL 

MEMBERSHIP 

SUBSCRIPTION MAY STILL 

BE UNPAID.  

HAVE YOU PAID? 
 

THE NEXT MONDAY MIDDAY 

MEETING IS ON MONDAY 8
th 

FEBRUARY 2016 

 

Our next lunchtime meeting will be at 

midday on Monday 8
th

 February 2016.   

We meet in the Orange Community 

Information & Service Centre, Kite Street.  
Access is from Woolworth’s car park or the 

Kite St entrance. 
 

If you haven’t been before, please come 

along. It’s an opportunity for swapping, for 

asking questions and for information.  

 

 

THANKS TO EXPO 2015 

SPONSORS - PLEASE SUPPORT 

THEM IN RETURN 

 

 Australian Stamp Professional 

magazine 

 Dot Richards for the main raffle 

prizes 

 Seven Seas Stamps 
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 M.R. Roberts & the Wynyard 

Coin Centre 

 Jane Silvester of East Orange LPO 

 Orange Odeon5 Cinemas 

 Community Radio Station 107.5 

FM 

  

DEALERS WHO ATTENDED 

OUR 2015 EXPO – KEEP 

SUPPORTING THEM   
 

 A. Byrne Coins  (Tony Byrne 

from Canberra – PO Box 53, 
MITCHELL, A.C.T. 2911, ph (02) 
6255 4044) 

  

 AAA Stamps (Steve Burton 

from the Central Coast.. ph: 0432 
540 760, email: 
aaastamps@yahoo.com.au  
World-wide stamps bought & sold 

  

 Phil & Win Morehouse,  

 .Ph: (02) 9707 4087, email: 
wmorehouse@netspace.net.au 

 

 Wynyard Coin Centre 7 

Hunter Arcade, Sydney, 2000 – 
Lower Concourse, Wynyard 
Railway Station; Ph (02) 9299 
2047 & Fax (02) 9290 3710.Their 
e-mail address is 
sales@wynyardcoins.com.au  

  

 Orange Stamps and Coins 

(Howard Lyons) PO Box 9288, 
ORANGE NSW 2800; Ph/fax 
(02) 6362 2368; E-mail: - 
howard.lyons@bigpond.com 

 

DATES FOR 2016 

 
Orange Coin & Stamp Club monthly 

meeting, 7.30pm 
Tuesday 26th January, 
Australia Day, at the 
Community Info 
Centre, Kite St.  

 
SCDAA Petersham Stamp, Coin & 

Banknote Show, 

Petersham Town 
Hall, 31st January 2016 

 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club 
Monthly Fair, 
Saturday 6th February 
2016 9.30 to 1.30, at 
the Orange Cultural 
Centre, Sales St, 
Orange.  

 
Orange Coin & Stamp Club 

midday/lunchtime 
stamp swap meeting. 

  Community 
Information Centre, 
Kite St, Monday 8th 
February 12 midday 

 
PHILAS Stamp Auction,  Saturday 12 

March 2016 at 
PHILAS House 

 
Canberra Stampshow, Friday 18th March 

to Sunday 20th March 
at the Hellenic Club 
of Canberra, Matilda 
St, Woden 

 
Orange Coin & Stamp Club monthly 

meeting, 7.30pm 
Tuesday29th March 
2016 at the Community 
Info Centre, Kite St.! 

 

Orange Coin & Stamp Expo 

2016,Kenna Hall, 

90 Hill St Orange 

on Sat 9
th
 and Sun 

10
th
 April 2016 

 

Wagga Wagga Stamp & Coin Fair, Sturt Public 

School, White Ave, 

Kooringal, sat 21 and 

Sun 22 May 2016 
 
Orange Coin & Stamp 2-Day Spring 

Stamp & Coin Show, 
Kenna Hall, 90 Hill St 
Orange on Sat 8th and 
Sun 9th October 2016 

 
 

mailto:aaastamps@yahoo.com.au
mailto:sales@wynyardcoins.com.au
mailto:howard.lyons@bigpond.com
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ITEMS FOR THIS NEWSLETTER 

AND CORRESPONDENCE TO 

THE CLUB 

 

Items for this newsletter need to be posted to 
the Secretary at the Club’s postal address: -PO 

Box 324 ORANGE 2800.  They can always 
also be e-mailed to: - ddolstra@bigpond.net.au 

-Or phone 63 614 872. 
The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are 
those of the editor & are not necessarily the 
Orange Coin & Stamp Club Inc. 

 

THE NEXT LUNCH-TIME MEETING is at midday Monday8th 

FEBRUARY 2016, at the Orange Community Information & Services Centre, 79 
Kite St.  It’s a great opportunity to swap stamps.  No theme 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

Thanks to Australian Stamps Professional Magazine for their kind donation of back copies for 

our EXPO 2015. Pick the current issue up at your newsagent or email info@zoi.com.au.  Most 

Orange newsagents now keep it. 

   www.australianstampspr 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Hunter Arcade, Sydney, 2000 – Lower Concourse, Wynyard Railway Station; Ph (02) 9299 2047 & Fax 

(02) 9290 3710.Their e-mail address is sales@wynyardcoins.com.au 
 

The Wynyard Coin Centre was a sponsor of our Expo 2015. Please support them. 
 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Thanks to  

Orange’s ODEON5 Cinema 
for their kind donation of prizes for the Expo 2015 youth competitions 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

ORANGE COIN & STAMP EXPO 2016 
 

Kenna Hall, 90 Hill St Orange 
Saturday 9th & Sunday 10th April 

 
Stamp & Coin dealers 

Displays 

mailto:ddolstra@bigpond.net.au
mailto:info@zoi.com.au
http://www.australianstampspr/
mailto:sales@wynyardcoins.com.au
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Mint Uncirculated 
 

Mix and match  
Recent increases in standard postage rates have resulted in a variety of stamps appearing on 
covers. Post offices in Orange, and probably elsewhere, had to order extra supplies of lower 
value definitives to make up the full postage rate for customers with older stamp booklets. 
The 70¢ standard letter rate must have been one of the shortest lived standard rates in 
Australian postal history.  
 

Geographically challenged 
In a recent auction catalogue from the USA I spotted a German New Guinea 5 marks 
among the lots. In most parts of the world it would have been listed as New Guinea or 
German Imperial colonial but in this catalogue it was grouped under Malaysian 
Archipelago. One could argue that there are lots of islands between Australia and South 
East Asia but I don’t recall most of Indonesia being lumped with Malaysia, even in a loose 
geographic association. 
 

Lawrence Sherwin  
 

 

 

Decimal Memories 
 

Club members of my vintage will recall primary school arithmetic exercises of the type ‘reduce 

£17-8 shillings and 5 pence halfpenny to halfpence’. First one had to multiply the pounds by 20 to 

convert it into shillings, add that amount to the 8 and then multiply by 12 to convert the amount to 

pence, then double that to convert to halfpence and add to the remaining halfpenny. In those days it 

would have been written £17-8-5½ but the maths was dreary, especially the reverse exercise where a 

large number of halfpennies had to be converted into pounds, shillings and pence, or £sd. This 

abbreviation was quite an ancient one, the £ being the abbreviation for libra, Latin for pound, s for 

solidus, which coincidentally was the same for shilling, and d for denarius, the Latin for penny. The 

monetary system in other words was all very interesting, but a real pain in keeping financial accounts or 

business in general, not to mention all those horrible arithmetic exercises. I can recall one of my father’s 

business associates back in the fifties having to use a ‘ready reckoner’, a book which contained a series 

of mathematical tables, a precursor to the modern pocket calculator. For example, if there were 28 items 

at £5-17-8 each, one turned first to the page for that value, then scanned down to line 28 for the total 

amount. I recall my father condemning this antiquated system and looking forward to the future when it 

would be replaced, hopefully, by the decimal system which characterised just about every other 

monetary system in the world.  

 

The old system was particularly awkward for cash registers, which had to be manufactured to 

do a series of unrelated mathematical operations. Shop assistants had also to be careful when giving out 

change. All pre decimal coin denominations were in use, although the halfpenny had little purchasing 

power by the sixties. I remember that the price of a middy of beer was one and tuppence halfpenny 

(written as 1/2½) but the halfpenny was usually left on the bar as a tip for the barmaid. In the early 

sixties when the Federal Government increased the price of beer they cleverly made the price of a 

middy one and threepence (1/3), so that only the barmaids noticed any loss of income. 
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By the start of the sixties the pressure to introduce decimal currency could not be ignored any 

longer. There was early controversy when Prime Minister Menzies decided that the new currency unit 

would be called the royal but even conservatives thought this a rather slavish kowtowing to the 

monarchy. I remember a satirical cartoon in Honi Soit, the student newspaper at Sydney University, 

which depicted an “OVER LOYAL” note. The fine print on the note read “cut out and colour green just 

in case”. A maths lecturer commented that the 12 pence to the shilling was a better system because 12 

had more factors than 10. Menzies recognised the changing times and the new unit became the dollar, 

even if ‘dollar’ was a commonplace name among world currencies. Beginning at about the same time 

as the announcement that our money was changing to a decimal system there was a massive surge in 

collecting Australian coins. The 1930 penny went from a few pounds in value to several hundred 

pounds in a matter of months as new collectors attempted to complete date sets while there was still 

time. To meet the increasing demand there were numerous forgeries entering the market, some 

remarkedly crude though sufficient to deceive the inexperienced collector. Dealers had the difficult task 

of explaining to some hopefuls that their 1930 pennies, although genuine, were the common British 

variety. Well-worn British coins dating back to the time of Queen Victoria still circulated, a carry over 

from the days when there was no Australian coinage. Newspapers had supplements listing all 

denominations and dates of issue, including mintmarks, and examining one’s change became a daily 

event for much of the population. From memory there were few books on Australasian coins at the 

time. The Australian Numismatic Society issued a type written list of known dates, mints and varieties. 

There was a slim booklet published by the late dealer Kingston whose coin shop consisted of a booth in 

George Street Sydney, not far from Central Railway station. It followed naturally that many coin clubs 

owe their origin to the introduction of decimal currency. Because I was also a stamp collector at the 

time I was keen to get a set of the pre decimal high value definitive before it was too late. As an 

impecunious uni student I had to watch my finances carefully to gather the appropriate amount. At the 

philatelic centre in George St, alongside the GPO, I joined a very long queue to buy the desired items. 
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Ten shillings (half pound) was chosen as the base amount for the newest dollar. Amounts less 

than 6d in the new system had no exact equivalent in the decimal system, necessitating the end of the 

halfpenny, penny and threepence. The sixpence, shilling and florin survived, with new designs, being 

exact equivalents of the new 5¢, 10¢ and 20¢ coins. The one cent was equal to 1.2 pence, lowest 

denomination in the new system. This caused some welfare groups to call for a half cent coin to benefit 

pensioners and others who might find financial hardship with prices rounded off to the nearest cent. The 

idea never took hold because even then the halfpenny had negligible purchasing power. The one cent 

was a small enough coin anyway, although one of the proponents of the half cent coin suggested it be a 

reasonable diameter but distinguished by having a central hole and struck in aluminium. One of the 

promotional jingles on radio and TV ran something along the lines of “One and two remain the same, 

three to nine drop one it’s true, and for the rest you just drop two.” This related to amounts of pennies 

less than one shilling being converted to the nearest amount in cents. That so much effort went into 

converting amounts of ten cents or less is an indicator of what such trivial amounts of cash could buy 

fifty years ago. 

 

 
 

I saw the new decimal coins for the first time in about 1965 at a numismatic exhibition 

organised by the Australian Numismatic Society in the lower Sydney Town Hall. The fifty cent coin 

was a novelty, being somewhat smaller and lighter than its pre decimal equivalent, the crown. By 1966 

it was nearly thirty years since the crown had been struck and it was reputedly never popular. The 

crowns I saw in circulation in 1950 were probably from someone’s little used piggy bank. As late as 

1957 my uncle, a bank manager, gave me a crown that had been deposited at his branch. The fifty cent 

was also the only decimal issue intended for circulation to be struck in silver and near pure silver at that. 
 

When the big day finally arrived on 14 February 1966 (I still recall all the jingles) I went early 

to the bank to get some decimal currency, including the new notes. The new notes were decimal 

equivalents of the pre decimal denominations, one, two, ten and twenty dollars, and in similar colours, 

but there the resemblance ended. The new designs were quite a break with the dignified past and I 

remember thinking at the time that the new notes reminded me of Monopoly money more than anything 

else. Some pensioners and others of that age group told me that they had unwittingly passed on the fifty 

cent coins as twenty cent pieces, the diameters being close in size. The problem seems to have been 

widespread because the mint replaced the round fifty cents one year issue by the current twelve sided 

issue in cupro-nickel. The mint also advertised in the press asking for the now redundant pennies and 

halfpennies to be cashed at banks to be minted into the new one and two cent coins. Collecting 

Australian pre decimal coins seems to have taken a phenomenal quantity of coin out of circulation, not 

to mention what was stashed in old jars and money boxes. Perhaps the old coins were put away in the 

hope they might ‘be valuable someday’. 
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Although the ten shilling, one, five and ten pounds had been adequate in pre decimal times, 

there was soon a push for a five dollar note to fill the gap between the two and ten dollar notes despite 

the population having coped without a two pound ten shilling prior to 1966. The new currency seemed 

to have influenced our monetary calculations. The inflation which followed indicated that I was not the 

only one who thought it all looked like Monopoly money. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Lawrence Sherwin 
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Correspondence list for Orange Coin & Stamp Club meeting of 26 January 

2016 
Item Date in Action 
1. The Wagga Stamp Club 

Inc. Newsletter for 

December 2015, 7pp 

And Christmas postcard 

29 November 2015  

2. M.R. Roberts’ 

NUMI$NEWS for 

December 2015 

30 November 2015  

3. Philatelics (Australia), 2 

catalogues for Inter-

post Auction #143, 4
th

 

December 2015 

6 November 20152015 Auction long-since finished 

4. Queensland 

Numismatic Society Inc. 

Monthly Magazine for 

November  2015, 20pp 

5 December 2015 Good article on Grundy’s tokens 

5. Gladstone & District 

Philatelic Society 

Gladstone Bag for 

December 2015 

4 December 2016  

6. Earlwood & Districts 

Philatelic Society The 

Waratah Philatelist for 

December 2015 

12 December 2015  

7. Australian Stamps 

Professional magazine 

for Dec-Jan 

20 December 20152015  

8. Maitland & Districts 

Coin Club Inc 

Newsletter for January 

2016, 8pp 

24 December 2015  

9. M.R. Roberts’ 

NUMI$NEWS for 

January 2016 

8 January 2016  

10. Queensland 

Numismatic Society Inc. 

Monthly Magazine for 

January 2015 

7 January 2016 Good article on Pears Soap 

tokens 

11. The Wagga Stamp Club 

Inc. Newsletter for 

January 2016 

7 January 2016  

12. Bathurst Stamp, Coin , 

Collectables & 

Lapidary Club Inc 

Newsletter for January & 

February 2016 

 

 

9 January 2016 by e-mail Bathurst Club are visiting us on 

our 29 March meeting 
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13. Invoice from Orange 

City Council for hire of 

Cultural Centre for 6 

months for $200 plus $20 

GST (5 sessions) 

11 January 2016 To treasurer on 16 January. 

November 2015 meeting 

approved booking and 

payment(s) for 2016. 

14. Acceptance & cheque for 

attending Expo 2015 

from Pittwater 

Philatelics 

14 January2016 To treasurer on 16 January. 

15. Phoenix Auctions 

catalogue for Auction 

#43 Friday 29
th

 January 

2015 

19 January 2016  

16. APF News for December 

2015, 5 copies 

19 January 2015  

17. Maitland & Districts 

Coin Club Inc 

Newsletter for February 

2016 

25 January 2015  

18. Financial statement from 

for January 2016Prime 

Media Group Pty Ltd 
for 

19 January 2016 For treasurer 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Club life-member Wendy Stoker at the Spring Fair in 2014 
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